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BUXTON: THE CRESCENT

Ivan Hall

A t the time of writing, the whole of the Crescent at Buxton has become a “building
/\ at risk”. This is especially saddening because Derbyshire County Council had 

JL JL courageously rescued the eastern portion from serious decay by converting it into a 
library and offices. The whole building is now on the open market with the consequent 
problem of finding a new owner, and possibly a new use. If the Crescent at Buxton had 
indeed been like its contemporaries elsewhere, conversion to normal residential use 
would have seemed an easy option, butjohn Carr (1723-1807), who designed the Crescent 
for the 5th Duke of Devonshire, provided multi-purpose accommodation within a 
deceptively uniform shell. The building has never lacked critics who typically, using the 
Royal Crescent at Bath as their yardstick, point out that the building, whatever its own 
merits, is clearly badly sited and will thus always remain defective. To the extent that a 
building’s quality is represented by one of its external facades, this criticism has merit, the 
more so since the later 19th-century tree-planting on The Slopes precludes an overall view 
of the front, the earlier-19th-century extensions of the hotels mask the original north front 
and all closer views are marred by the concrete paving and the car park.

Though 18th-century Georgian pattern books tell us much about houses, garden 
buildings, town halls and churches, they say nothing about hotels or lodging houses. Yet 
this latter group had acquired the specialised forms that were the outcome of their 
function. A few, such as the Swan at Tewkesbury, advertised the triple function of hotel, inn 
and tavern. The two former categories were essentially for the traveller. The last for all 
comers, wherever resident. Apart from its simple furniture, there was nothing to 
distinguish the tavern. The inn, on the other hand, had had a long history, and almost 
invariably provided for both travellers and horses in widely varying degrees of comfort. 
But once travelling was undertaken for pleasure, rather than necessity, there developed a 
demand for higher standards of accommodation. This third category had adopted the 
name “hotel”, and quite frequently provided coach houses as well as stables. Many of the 
wealthier tourists expected to stay for some time while exploring a town or city and its 
environs. This was especially true in spa towns such as Bath. Some hotels further extended 
their amenities by adding an Assembly Room, as did the Lion at Shrewsbury. But if the 
function of an hotel is clear enough, the planning of its components is less so. In new 
buildings there was an obvious advantage in a physical separation of the stables and coach 
houses from the residential parts, but at what point did an hotel become big enough to 
need separate dining and drawing rooms, or to set aside special areas for drinking — 
whether tea, coffee or liquor? Equally, it is not clear what accommodation was provided 
for guests’ servants as distinct from those of the hotel itself.

By the mid 1760s English writers such as Smollett noted not only “hotels”, but the 
enormous expense of staying in them.1 Their clientele were travelling for pleasure rather 
than necessity, and one might expect them not only in London, but in cities such as Bath. A 
careful examination of the Buxton Bath Books for the 1770s (which list the names and 
addresses of those who took the waters, and the length of their stay),2 would reveal the 
potential for expansion in the provision of such luxury accommodation.

Only a fragment of Carr’s first scheme at Buxton survives — for the re-building of 
the Hot Baths.3 The final outcome was a great semi-circular Crescent, with an hotel in each
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Fig. 1. H. Moore, the southern elevation of the Crescent from the Slopes, 1834. The Old Hall is extreme left, St Anne’s 
Well in front of the left wing of the Crescent. The Assembly Rooms are in the right wing. The pedimented Great Stables 
lie above the left-hand wing.

extremity and five lodging houses in between (Fig. 1). Writing in 17 99, the French traveller 
B. Faujas de St-Fond noted that the true purpose of Carr’s complex was as a bathing 
establishment which “in addition to the space occupied by the Baths, contains apartments 
for more than two hundred gentlemen, exclusive of the chambers, for their domestics, the 
persons employed about the Baths and wells and the different masters of taverns and 
ordinaries necessary to provide for so numerous an assemblage, and who are the principal 
renters of the whole structure. It contains also coffee rooms, gaming rooms and 
ballrooms”. Faujas de St-Fond met Carr “whom I had the pleasure of seeing, and who was 
kind enough to conduct me through every part of it”.4

Carr’s own experiences as a patient at Buxton certainly shaped his approach to his 
brief, for as he wrote, from Buxton, to the Duke of Portland in January 17 7 5 “I am now so 
disabled by the rheumatism (from which I have not had a moment’s ease since Christmas) 
that it is with the greatest difficulty that I can crawl over the floor in daytime, and in the 
night as soon as I grow warm I am tortured with the most excruciating pain in my Back and 
Thighs which has reduced me to so weak a state that I fear it will be a long time before I can 
be recovered. I have been here one week, in three weeks more, the physicians tell me they 
will be able to judge the effect of this water in which I bathe once a day.” Ten days later in 
response to a further letter from His Grace, Carr says he now “crawls about with the help of 
a stick”.5

This painful experience taught him not only the value of bringing the proposed 
facilities together under one roof, but of linking the components by a covered promenade 
open to the public. The scheme might reasonably be described as a leisure centre, 
developed in this case by the Duke of Devonshire, but run by tenants of varying status — 
from those who kept shops within the arcade to those who ran the large hotels that 
occupied the two wings (Fig. 3).6 In between, Carr allowed for two pairs of lodging houses, 
while the central house was allotted to his Grace for his own use. In case such a scheme 
should weaken the appeal of the existing accommodation —the Old Hall adjacent to the
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Fig. 2. Rear elevation of the eastern end of the Crescent after restoration by Derbyshire County Council.

proposed site, or the inns round the Market place beyond The Slopes in Higher Buxton — 
Carr had orders to improve those inns owned by the Duke, and at the same time both the 
Baths and the St Ann’s Well were to be substantially improved or rebuilt.7 By these means, 
Buxton would be wholly transformed within a decade.

In Carr’s day, the forecourt of the Crescent was a gravelled promenade and The 
Slopes opposite were simply landscaped, while the huge convex curve of the rear elevation 
was unencumbered by the 19th-century hotel extensions which progressively hid it from 
sight.8 The Woods of Bath made no attempt to regulate the architectural form of the convex 
sides of their Circus, or Crescent.

It has been said that Carr’s original proposals were far superior to those executed, 
but that they were frustrated by the refusal of a minor freeholder to sell the necessary plots 
to the Duke. The recent researches of Mr Thomas Askey have shown that the freeholder in 
question was almost certainly Mr Heathcote who sold his various holdings to the Duke in 
1782, by which time the Crescent was well under way. The Heathcote estate would have 
been little use for Carr’s purposes. One is on more certain ground in claiming that Carr did 
sketch out a new plan for the Hot Baths, very much in the manner ofjohn Wood’s new Hot 
Bath at Bath.9 This particular remodelling was quickly abandoned in favour of the scheme 
as executed.

The Duke had both the will and the capital to complete the whole scheme which was
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Fig. 3. Plan of the Crescent showing typical arrangements of a lodging house at each level from basement kitchen to 
servants’ attics. A: St Ann’s Hotel; B: lodging house 1st floor level at front, 2nd floor level at back; C: typical lodging 
house plans at ground floor level; D: typical attic floor plan; E: plan at basement-kitchen level; F: Assembly Room in the 
Great Hotel.

started in 17 79 and fully complete by 1789-90. Unlike the Crescents of Bath, that at Buxton 
was primarily a business not a residential development and must not be judged by the 
latter criterion. The site was determined by the need to incorporate the spa facilities into 
the new proposals, all the elements of which were linked by an arcade which was to be 
illuminated at night. The existing public walks in The Grove would have to go,10 but in 
their place new ones would be laid out on the adjacent Slopes overlooking the full width of 
the southern facade.11 Because of its site on the valley floor, all four sides of the building 
would be fully visible from the surrounding hills, and so Carr had to take as much care over 
the massive convex sweep of the rear elevation as the concavity of the front. This visual 
exposure led Carr to give his principal chimneystacks a Greek cross plan whose sevenfold 
repetition is one of the Crescent’s more striking features.

Carr also believed that form should be related to function. Hence his return 
elevations are dissimilar — that for the St Ann’s Hotel is of five bays and fully arcaded, 
while that to the Great Hotel is of seven without an open arcade and has a different window 
treatment because the round arched windows on the first floor light the Assembly Room 
behind.12 The main front is of three stories, while the rear has four, a mismatch clearly 
expressed in the re-entrant angles. In contrast, the Circus and Crescents of Bath are fronts 
only; the rear elevation of the Circus, for example, has multifarious ranges of bay windows, 
and drip moulds of medieval, not Classical, profile, and as such were presumably the 
responsibility of the mason rather than the Woods as architects. There was no such 
compromise at Buxton, which was conceived as a piece of very solid geometry.

The Duke, perhaps wisely, divided his architectural patronage between three 
architects: James Wyatt at Devonshire House, London; John White at Chiswick; and John 
Carr at Chatsworth and Buxton. Indeed, Carr had scarcely finished at Chatsworth13 before 
starting in earnest at Buxton, having proved himself both capable and trustworthy, and a 
master of those minor details of design and construction that could prove so important on 
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a comparatively remote and physically difficult site. For most of a decade, that part of 
Lower Buxton would become a huge building site without, for the visiting public, any 
obvious compensations.14

Apart from the sketch noted above15 and an initial plan for the Great Stables, not 
one of Carr’s drawings for the Crescent has come to light, yet with its six habitable storeys 
running the full width of the building (which is more than 300ft across), it exceeds in size 
most contemporary country houses, though of course there was much repetition of lesser 
detail. Carr did, however, study the function of the Crescent most closely, and as a result, 
the building is asymmetrical, while he paid the greatest attention to the constructional 
detailing, for he was determined to minimise the problems of long-term maintenance. The 
Crescent was essentially an investment rather than a speculative venture. With some 
justification, the Crescent is depicted by Sir William Beechey on both his portraits of the 
architect, for whom the building represented a peak in his career. Both pictures show 
fragments of the plan and elevation.16

Inevitably the building has undergone much internal change, but while the plan 
forms of the five central units are clearly recognisable, it is now less easy to discern either 
the plans or the uses to which the respective rooms were put in the two original hotels: the 
St Ann’s in the western wing and the Great Hotel in the eastern. The latter also contained 
the suite of public rooms — the Great Assembly Room and the adjoining Card Room, the 
Coffee Room17 and the untraced rooms oncejoined together to serve as a Prayer Room.18 
Unlike the lodging houses, both hotels were irregular in their layout because Carr made no 
attempt to disguise the awkward spandrel where the rectangular wings meet the curved 
centre. It is, however, known that, in response to the demands of the first tenants, 
modifications to the plan were already being put in hand before the construction was 
finished.19 In the lodging houses there would be limited access to any public rooms, but in 
the hotels there would have to be both public dining and drawing rooms. In the St Ann’s 
Hotel the former was most likely the large room west of the entrance hall on the ground 
floor,20 and the latter the equally large room on the first floor overlooking both The Slopes 
and the sweep of the Crescent. In the Great Hotel the Dining Room was presumably on the 
ground floor below the Assembly Room. The Drawing Room may have been placed back 
to back with it. The staircase at the St Ann’s is fitted into one of the awkward spandrels 
noted above, but except for a minor Order, is similar in detail to those of the lodging 
houses. Carr had to be more generous with his public access to the Assembly Rooms which 
he fitted into a D-shaped space whose semi-circular west wall distracts the eye from the 
underlying irregularity of the available space. To compound matters further, the enclosing 
west wall of this staircase is a geometrically regular semicircle while the line of the 
balustrade describes a semi-ellipse, a change of form that was to cause so much 
consternation among the stonemasons that a full-size model had to be made to elucidate 
the true shape of the individual stone steps.21

The curved plan of the Crescent dictated that the five lodging houses had to have a 
plan form that was wedge-shaped. Each front door opened off the raised arcade walk 
which was separated from the forecourt by a short flight of steps. From the groin-vaulted 
vestibule, one could enter either of the shops whose windows overlooked the arcade, or 
move forward into an inner vestibule. The staircase lay straight ahead, while flanking 
passageways gave access to the ground-floor rooms in the rear half of the building. 
Unrealised by the visitor, the remainder of the front and rear pairs of rooms are at different 
levels linked only by the successive landings of the staircase. By such means, Carr not only 
separated the first and second class guests, he gained an extra lettable storey, because the 
former’s rooms were taller and the latter’s correspondingly lower in height. Moreover,
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of a typical lodging house.

where the discrepancy between the respective floor and ceiling levels permitted, Carr 
provided either linen cupboards opening off the corridor servicing the front rooms, or 
extended the rear rooms across that passageway so as to provide them with a bed recess 
and flanking closets. In turn this meant a variation in ceiling height of the central 
passageway which, because it is lit only by borrowed lights as, for example, over the 
doorcases, is a detail that typically passes unnoticed.
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Fig. 5. Ceiling of the Assembly Room.

It is, of course, clear that while considerable differences in floor levels can work well 
in a lodging house, they would be extremely awkward in a normal household. Except for 
the basement and ground floors, it is only in the topmost storey, which is partly within the 
roof space, that the floor is level throughout.
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The vaulted basement forms a massive undercroft on which the rest reared, and 
aere, in accordance with standard contemporary practice, Carr placed his kitchens. At 
least one of these retains a high proportion of its original fixtures.22 The windows 
overlooked a paved area at the rear, beyond which lay the river Wye. This Carr had 
culverted over for the full length of the Crescent, and into it he led the principal drains for 
the entire building.23 The bed of the river was carefully “dressed” in order to smooth and 
quicken the water flow and with it, the sewage. When this was done in 17 85 major building 
work on the carcase was finished.

Construction began in the spring of 17 80 and by that time every aspect of the design 
ano construction would have been considered and approved by the client. Carr then had 
to organise the selection, source, supply and transport of the various building materials, 
the staffing and organisation of the site, and the selection and briefing of the numerous 
contractors.24 Only in a few instances was the Duke able to supply his own building 
materials from sources in hand. His estates did, however, have many tenants able and 
willing to help. Bricks were made in the immediate locality. The masonry required a more 
careful assessment and, in all, at least nine quarries were to be used.25 The front and wings 
were to be faced with ashlar, the rear with a good coursed rubble. A fine, densely grained 
stone was needed for the flagged walkways, while a stone that was not likely to laminate was 
a necessity for the mutules and corona of the great entablature. A stone with similar 
qualities was required for the long lengths of the fluted pilasters, while another, more 
suited to turning on a lathe, was needed for the 1,500 balusters, a stone derived from 
Bakewell edge. The hardwearing flagstone was brought from Cracken Edge and other 
quarries while stone for the steps of the seven staircases was quarried at Youlgreave. It was 
standard practice for Carr to obtain his roofing slate from Rigges quarries near 
Windermere in the Lake District, though because several loads were sent at the outset of 
building works, it seems likely that slate was also used to form a damp-proof course. There 
was also the opportunity to use the fossil marble from Ashford for some of the principal 
chimneypieces — one of which still survives in the former Card Room. The only imported 
stone was the marble for the interior fittings of St Ann’s Well, particularly the great basin 
from which the waters were dispensed through a silver pipe,26 and the two white and 
coloured marble chimneypieces carved by Richard Maile in London for the Great 
Assembly Room.27

By contrast, most of the huge quantity of timber required was imported via Hull 
through the timber merchants, Dixon and Moxon. The majority of the timber was 
softwood, whether for scaffolding or the roofs and floors, but where extra strength was 
necessary, oak — or reused oak — was specified, while mahogany was used for staircase 
handrails and the five sets of double doors of the Assembly Room. The latter, too, came 
from Dixon and Moxon.

Derbyshire has long been famous for the quality of its lime, whether that needed for 
common plaster or for decorative stucco-work, but the accounts also show that a special 
lime was also ordered from “Barrow” at a much greater cost. Only Barrow upon Soar, 
south-east of Loughborough, is approximately the right distance from Buxton and also in 
an area producing “hydraulic limestone”. Here the source involved a round journey of 
110 miles. Was this a lime capable of setting under water — that is a type of “terras” or 
“pozzolana” which has this particular attribute?

Considerable quantities of iron were also necessary, for the tens of thousands of 
nails and spikes; for the chain courses and “plating”28 that reinforced the walls; for the 
balustrades of the staircases29 and for the numerous firegrates and kitchen stoves. Most of 
this ironwork was wrought, but many of the balusters of the staircase leading to the
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Fig. 6. Detail of a cast-iron window cill. A-A: sash box; B-B: cast-iron window; C: stone window cill; D: external window 
reveal; E: one of the two drainage channels.

Assembly Room were of cast iron, as are the (few surviving) grates and stoves, and the many 
surviving specially-designed window cills (Fig. 6). The latter were an innovation designed 
to reduce maintenance costs.

Brass was used more sparingly. The brass sash bars of the Assembly Room were 
carefully polished and lacquered,30 as was the brass balustrade that fronted the long- 
vanished Musicians Gallery in the same room. Other brass fittings included the best door 
furniture, such as the handles, locks, escutcheons, hinges and locking devices.

Almost all the window glass was sent from Newcastle upon Tyne, though the plate 
glass came from London, but the lead for the plumbing again came from the locality.

The scale and timing of the operation was quite unlike that for building a country 
house, for the latter were typically built piecemeal and over a longer period. Nor was it 
comparable to the speculative building of similar size, for these were usually undertaken 
bv several builders who followed a general plan and elevation, but who varied the detail as 
required. The Crescent at Buxton was a single operation for a single client for an agreed 
cost. Hence Carr would have had to have worked out both the quantities and the details at 
the outset, a tedious time-consuming operation for Carr’s few assistants.31 Carr himself 
supervised the selection of building materials and the choice of some, if not all, of the 
building contractors.

It was necessary to appoint a trustworthy clerk of works to oversee the whole 
operation.32 At most country houses, it was the estate steward who was responsible for 
organising the day-to-day out-payments, but Buxton was too far from Chatsworth for this 
to be easily achieved. Hence an accounting system would have to be devised that was 
accessible to the Steward whilst coping with the day-to-day minutiae of the site itself. Not 
every eventuality would have been foreseen nor every outgoing forecast. Nor did it prove 
possible precisely to allocate every payment to a particular trade heading, though each 
principal trade was allotted a single volume by the accountant.33

First the vouchers were submitted and numbered. The total amount claimed was 
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then entered by trade and contractor into the relevant volume. Only items considered 
exceptional were especially annotated. Day works and extras were entered separately, and 
a day-to-day journal was maintained. From time to time the architect or his assistant, 
usually the elder Peter Atkinson, compared the vouchers with the account books arid 
certified that the payment or the claim had been properly submitted and was justified. As 
far as one can tell, very few items were challenged as excessive (one was “the Corner Pier 
Stones that was worked too short”), but the claims for extras were as frequent as they were 
varied, and money had to be found to build “necessarys” for the workforce; to put “daub 
upon the thatched roof of the masons shade”34 (there were at least six) because the horses 
were eating the straw; for stamping the scaffold boards with a DD because they were being 
stolen;35 and for a small gun because the accountant feared a robbery whilst transporting 
the workmens’ wages.36 In September 1783 the Duchess of Devonshire paid a site visit and 
the arcade had to be tidied accordingly.37 A small extra sum was paid to the young labourer 
who notched a tally stick at the arrival of each load of building materials, and a one-way 
delivery system was brought into operation because of chaos on the site. Among other 
things, this meant that The Slopes and other ground had to be used as storage space. As was 
usual on most building sites, ale was given not only at topping out, but when a tricky or 
particularly arduous task had been well done. Thus ale was distributed when the 
monolithic marble basin was put in place at St Ann’s Well,38 and again when men had 
laboured in deep water to put in the piled foundations.39 This was evidently an insufficient 
gesture, and further “Ale for Mr Longdens Man to encourage him to bring in Through or 
Bond stones” had then to be offered.40

Just how many schemes got no further than the sketch state is not known, but the 
final scheme must have resulted in presentation drawings for the Duke, a set (or sets) of 
contract drawings prepared for estate use, and, in addition to these, sufficient working and 
full-size drawings on which the contractors could base their tenders and from which the 
craftsmen could work. If clarification was needed, a letter or a sketch could be sent.41 Once 
work was started, a site office was built, with a cupboard for containing the plans 
(September 1781) which could house the growing number of drawings which had to be to 
hand as the building advanced. By April 1781 these drawings had become tatty and so the 
most vulnerable were pasted down on boards.42 When a particular feature was complex, a 
model was made of it — one such was sent over from Sheffield in 17 81,43 another a model 
of the enriched fascia course was brought over from Stoney Middleton,44 while to try the 
arch stones of the arcade, a full-size temporary centre was set up in June 1781. In April 
1782 a mason was paid 6s 6d for three days “Working of stone to see how the front and 
Backside cornice comes together”. Likewise in June 1781 boarding was provided “to draw 
Staircase at large” followed by “a Wooden Platform to strike out Hotel Staircase at 
large”.45

The same care was taken over the ducal arms inset into the crowning balustrade. 
They were first modelled in “tempered clay”46 before Thomas Waterworth carved them in 
stone and for greater effect real antlers were fixed on to the deer that serve as the Duke’s 
armorial supporters.

During the County Council’s recent repairs one of Carr’s plating courses became 
visible for the first time.47 This was a continuous band of wrought iron 2%ins by 14in (70mm 
x 13mm) rebated into the top of the guilloche string-course. The whereabouts of the chain 
courses was not then discovered. Carr also took pains with the ventilation of vulnerable 
woodwork. For example he left occasional vertical joints free of mortar to increase the flow 
of air round the ends of the roof trusses and had air holes cut similarly to ventilate the floor 
of the Great Stables.48
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Fig. 7. Detail of a pilaster base — the omitted lower torus is indicated by a broken line.

No less trouble was taken with the details of the giant order. Unusually for him, Carr 
had the Doric pilasters fluted in order to counteract the blandness that unfluted shafts 
would have created in an often dull northern climate. By subtly omitting the boldly 
projecting lower torus of his otherwise standard Attic bases49 he brought the rusticated 
arcade more nearly into the same vertical plane as the pilastrade it supports, thus 
emphasising the over-all smoothness of the grand curve (Fig. 7). H e crowned the latter with 
a monumental mutular cornice, which cast a much deeper shadow than would be the case 
with anv of the other Doric entablatures. This mutular form with its deeply projecting soffit 
is, when expense allows, carved with alternating groups of guttae and lozenges. Given the 
scale of the Crescent, the ornament of such a soffit is plainly visible from any close 
viewpoint and so Carr insisted that it be carved right round the building, even when on the 
rear elevation, the mutular cornice alone is retained. To counterbalance this cost he made 
minor savings elsewhere.50 Among them the omission of half balusters from the dies of the 
principal balustrades — a French rather than an English usage.51

Within doors Carr contrasted spatial forms — for example the Arcade has a flat 
ceiling while the ceilings of the vestibules are charmingly groined. These lead into the 
stone and iron staircases whose ingenious arrangement effectively conceals the differential 
floor levels of the lodging houses. The lower flight of each pair of stairs gives access to the 
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more cheaply-lettable rear rooms, while each second flight opens out onto the spinal 
corridor serving the superior rooms at the front. The whole device is clearly derived from 
Carr’s study of the staircases of the great Roman amphitheatres where one flight leads to 
the back tier of seats and the next to those at the front.52 Carr’s wrought-iron balustrades 
reveal a further refinement, for the architect was acutely aware that things that are slender 
in strict elevation can appear clumsy when seen in perspective. He noted this particularly 
in relationship to sash bars. At Buxton the balustrade is made out of J4in wrought iron in 
thickness but in proportion of one to three in depth, creating at once an impression of 
lightness and strength. This feeling is maintained in the Great Room.

There is little to distinguish the interiors save that the typical Georgian hierarchy of 
detail was consistently applied.53 The great surprise, therefore, is the interior of the 
Assembly Room itself (Fig. 5). Its plan form owes something to Adam’s Great Library at 
Kenwood and Carr had already experimented with the type at Newark Town Hall.54 But in 
order to maximise the floor space the apses of the Adam model were reduced to quadrant 
corners behind the columned screens. Carr, like his contemporaries Sir Robert Taylor and 
James Wyatt, articulated his walls with a giant Corinthian Order,55 whose full entablature 
supports a massively-coved ceiling. Its highly-enriched subdivisions owe something to his 
friend George Richardson’s Book of Ceilings of 17 7 4/76. Richardson had been employed by 
the Adam Brothers for upwards of 18 years and Carr’s name occurs upon his subscribers’ 
list. The room is not only one of Carr’s finest, it also marks the high point of achievement of 
the York plasterer James Henderson. Given the vicissitudes of the building in recent 
decades, it is extraordinary to note the survival of the original chandeliers. These are 
almost certainly the work of William Parker who supplied something very similar to 
Chatsworth56 and who certainly sent the lamps to illuminate the arcade.

At the other end of the scale, at least one of the original kitchens retains its principal 
fixtures — a stone sink and draining slab, the grate with its built in hot water heater and a 
nearby subsidiary flued contrivance almost certainly intended for simmering or for 
keeping food warm.

The complex was first mooted at a time when the towns of the neighbouring 
counties were enjoying an economic boom, some of it through an increase in commercial 
activity, some engendered by the enormous strides being made as a result of the Industrial 
Revolution. It was these new markets that the Duke and his advisors sought to tap. But just 
after the complex was fully opened for public use the French Revolution began to change 
both the political and social life of Europe, not least when revolutionary France and Britain 
engaged in a war which made foreign travel progressively more difficult, except for the 
years 1802-1804, when Europe was again shortly open to foreign tourism. From 1798, 
therefore, one might expect an increase in English tourism, faut de mieux, and this increase 
tempted the Duke to enlarge the two hotels in the wings and to create a third hotel in the 
centre of the Crescent. These changes were proposed by the two John Whites, father and 
son, and these with other works, such as the building of a new church, occupied the 
builders of Buxton for the remainder of the decade.

When first opened, the rents charged for the St Ann’s Hotel and one lodging house 
were £400, for the Great Hotel were £500, with a further £60 each for the remaining 
lodging houses giving a grand total of £1,190. In addition the Great Stables fetched £105, 
the blacksmith paying lOgns a year extra, thus giving a gross rental for the new work of 
£ 1,805 10s out of a total rental for the Buxton, Fairfield and Burbage estates of £3,357 12s 
1 lM?d. In the following year a separate rent of £300 was charged for the public rooms. 
Clearly the Old Hall Hotel had lost nothing of its social cachet, for by 17 92 its rent had risen 
to £492 15s and the total rental of the estate was valued at £4,235 17s lid. In 1793 the
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public rooms brought £478, the Old Hall £517 15s. and its stables a turther £100. Such 
increases prompted further building activity, most notably the seven new lodging houses 
on Hall Bank. In percentage terms in 1790 alone, thenewworkbroughtin virtually 39% of 
the Buxton estate total, or as a percentage of capital employed all but 2.3%. A figure that 
was steadilv to improve at least in the earlier years. By 1840 the demand for the Assembly 
Rooms had diminished and the room became the dining room of the Crescent Hotel. By 
the end of the century St Ann’s occupied just over half the total building, the Crescent 
Hotel the remainder.

What a splendid headquarters building the Crescent would make for English 
Heritage.
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Fig. 9. Detail of the entablature of the Temple of Antoninus and Faustina, Rome, from Isaac Ware, Four Books of Palladio 
(1738).

NOTES
1. N. Pevsner, History of Building Types, 1979, 172, fig 11.3.
2. Chatsworth House archives.
3. The sketch is interleaved in John Wood, Hot Baths at Bath, 1777. Carr’s copy is now in the Soane 

Museum.
4. B. Faujas St-Fond, Travels in England Scotland and the Hebrides, 1799, 266-72.
5. Nottinghamshire County Record Office, Portland Archives PWF 2542, Correspondence of the 3rd 

Duke of Portland. See also I. Hall, Georgian Buxton, 1984, 16.
6. The principal first tenants were: the St Ann’s Hotel, the Great Hotel and the lodging house keepers 

(George Godwin, James Hall, Hannah Hodgson and Duncan McLean, Moses Muirhead, Philip 
Moore and John Brandreth) respectively.

7. The expenditure on the Crescent, Hall, Inns, stables and thenewSt Ann’s Well amounted to £63,343 
16s 18M.

8. The Whites’ plan for the first of these is in the Archives at Chatsworth, dated 1803, with amendments 
of 1806.

9. See note 3.
10. The work of destruction is noted e.g. C41/3 September 30, 1780: “To removing a large Hillock near 

the Springs at the Coffee House end of the Building etc.”
11. Landscaping of the Slopes under the supervision of Mr Travis was in progress in 1792, when he was 
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paid tor his cxpences to Buxton “to give Directions about the Plantations”.
12. The full view of the east front was much obscured by the construction of the Thermal Baths, first 

under Henry Currey in 1851-52 and then again in 1912. A typical Georgian engraving is shown in I. 
Hall Georgian Buxton 21, fig 13 after an original drawing by Thomas Slater.

13. The Burlington Magazine, June 1980, 400-414. See 409 and fig 54 for Parker’s chandelier of 1782.
14. Mr Adrian Hemstock, County Archivist Nottinghamshire County Record Office, has drawn my 

attention to a letter from Lady Newdigate to her husband Sir Roger on September 27, 1781, on the 
difficulties of taking the waters due to the building of the hotel.

15. Hall Georgian Buxton op.cit., 18-19, figs 10-11.
16. Hall Georgian Buxton op.cit., 20, fig 12. The illustration is of the National Portrait Gallery version, now 

on display at Beningbrough Hall, near York.
17. The position of the Coffee Room is mentioned byj. Aikin, A Description ofthe Country  from Thirty to Forty 

Miles around Manchester, 1795, 492.
18. C41/6 September 22, 1787: “to taking down a Chimneypiece in the Great Hotel to lay two Rooms 

together to make a Prayer Room and making good”. C41/6 March 15, 1788: “to taking down the 
marble chimneypiece in the Prayer Room in the Great Hotel and setting it up in the Parlor under it, 
where there was a large stone chimneypiece etc. . . .”

19. C41/6 March 4, 1788: “to taking down the Brick walls to lay the two rooms together in Mr Goodwin’s 
to make a dining room. Man 3 days 6s 6d.” (Mr Goodwin was the tenant of the St Ann’s Hotel.)

20. The cornice here is the highly-enriched one long favoured by Carr — the “block of bells and 
lozenges” ultimately derived from a fragment of the Doric Order found at Albano near Rome. 
Earlier Carr examples can be seen at Tabley and Fairfax House, York, a contemporary one at 
Welbeck.

21. C41/4 June 30, 1781: “Smith and Booth To levelling and Walling up ye bottom of Hotel Staircase for 
boarding ditto to draw staircase at large.” “Muschamp and Sykes, To making a wooden Platform to 
stike out Hotel Staircase at large. Sawing of deals for ditto. . . .”

22. Seep. 18
23. C41/6 May 24,1788: “to Breaking through the Arch over the River for the Necessarys to empty into at 

the Great Hotel and breaking through for to empty the Ashes into. . . .”
24. C41/6 September 27, 1783: “to going to look for the stone for the Arcade pavement and Bargaining 

for it and for the Carriage and seeking slater 3 days Robert Smith 6s 6d”. C41/2 September 30, 1785: 
“to four advertisements in the York papers 0.16.0”. C41/8 December 18, 1784: “to Opening in a 
drain to take all the River Water into the Great Drain to scower up the River and to arch it”. C41/8 
March 12, 1785: “to opening the watercourse to arch the River on the Backside ofthe Building”.

25. Althill; Ashford — fossil marble chimneypieces; Bakewell Edge — balusters, cornice stone; Chapel- 
en-le-Frith — hearth stones); Chinley; Corbarside; Crackenedge — flagstones; Matlock; Moorwood 
Lane; Moston (Malston?) — architraves; Youlgreave — staircase landings.

26. C41/6 July 28, 1787: “To taking off the Cover Upon St Ann’s Bason”; “to put in the Silver pipe and 
putting it on again 1 man 1 day 0.2.2.”

27. Maile charged £163 12s lOd for the two still extant chimneypieces; Chatsworth House archives, 
Buxton Building Accounts, voucher 628.

28. C41/6 e.g. August 24, 1782: “to rappiting the Guiloche course for the Plateing”. The latter, when 
exposed during the County Council’s recent restoration, comprised strips of wrought iron, 2i4" by 
W embedded into the top of the guilloche course, then cranked upward to run along the next 
available course in each of the pilasters. Information from Mr A. Morrison of Derbyshire County 
Council.

29. The cast iron balusters for the Great Hotel Staircase were supplied by Smith and Co. of Chesterfield; 
the wrought iron balustrading of the lodging house staircases by M r John Sherwin; and the stoves and 
grates by the Walkers ofRotherham,John Ebenezer, Smith & Co., and Mr Harding. Almost250,000 
lath nails were supplied byJohn Shaw alone between June and December 1784. The “Cast mettle 
window soles” were chiefly the work of the Walkers of Rotherham, the rest by Smiths of Chesterfield, 
which were not charged by the unit but by the weight of each consignment.

30. The brass sash bars were made by Messrs Keir & Co of London in June 1787, for a charge of £5 8 12s 
2d. Chatsworth House Archives C38/A p.61. The brass “Musick gallery” was by Thomas Smith. It 
cost £53. C38/A p.60, December 5, 1786.

31. Typically, Peter Atkinson senior and Carr’s nephew William, who also had to “measure” the work 
and to check it against the individual vouchers prior to payment, e.g. Chatsworth House Archives 
C41/1, October 1, 1781: “Examd for Jno Carr with the Vouchers”. May 19, 1781 “Paid for 2 Letters 
from Mr Carr and his Nephew 0.0.8.”.
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32. The successive clerks of works were William Matthews and James Biddle, each at £50 p.a., and, 
because of the complexity of the dav-to-dav finances, an accountant, James Booth, at the lesser salary 
of £20.

33. The nine volumes so far traced have been provisionally numbered: C41/1 General Account; C41/1 
Incidentals, Materials; C41/3 Ledger; C41/4 Journal; C41/5 Lime and Sand; C41/6 Masons 
Incidentals; C41/7 Carriage work; C41/8 Labourers employment; C41/9 Labourers employment. 
There is further relevant material in C38A.

34. C41/1 May27, 1780: “Paid Edward white for Daubing ofThatch on Masons Shed two different times 
to keep Horses from eating it. 0.1.6.”

35. C41/4 e.g. April 22, 1780, “Messrs Muschamp and Sikes Branding sundrv implements DD”.
36. Hall, op cit, 23.
37. C41/6 September 13, 1783 “Cleaning the Arcade for the Duchess” three labourers 4*/& davs 6s 

9d.
38. The marble block was supplied bv Carr himself for a charge off 13 14s. Chatsworth House Archives, 

C38A, 144.
39. Chatsworth House Archives, C41/1 November 11, 1780: “Gave the Men that stood in the Water 

whilst Pild foundation was laying 5 pints.”
40. Chatsworth House Archives, C41/4 March 10, 1781: “To Ale for Mr Longdens 0.1.OMi. Man to 

encourage him to bring in Through or Bond stones 0.1.3.”
41. Chatsworth House Archives, C41/1 April 29, 1780: “To postage of a Drawing and a letter from York 

0.0.8.”
42. C41/4 April 14, 1781: “Muschamp and Sykes Makeing Boards for Pasteing Drawings on.”
43. C41/4 April 28, 1781: “Paid a Man for going to Sheffield to fetch ye Model of roof for new St 

Anns.”
44. C41/4 March 9, 1782 ‘ to Going to Stony Middleton for the Module of the enricht Fascia course a 

labourer a day 0.1.6.”
45. C41/4. See note 21.
46. C41/8 October 18, 1783: “to tempering Clay for the Carvers to module the Coat of Arms etc”. 

November 29, 1783: “Tempering Clay for the Carver burning Plaister for do”.
47. Information kindly provided by Mr Morrison of the Derbyshire County Council.
48. C41/6 July 1 1, 1789: “to cutting Air holes between the floor and Counter floor at Stables”. “Man 1 

day 0.2.2”.
49. Carr’s preferred base for the Doric Order was one of Vignola’s i.e. only an astragal and upper torus, 

omitting the scotia and lower torus. Both Vignola and Serlio show Ionic Orders in which the scotia is 
the lowest moulding, andjames Wyatt at Heaton Hall also uses the device with his Composed Order. 
Carr at Buxton was clearly more interested in refinement than orthodoxy.

50. No one was more adept than Carr at devising economies that compromised neither the design nor 
the construction. The exterior of Constable Burton is an exemplar of this careful attention toward 
cost.

51. Compare Jean Francois de Neufforge Recueil Elementairs d’Architecture Paris 1757-1780. vol I. The 
author shows the item as standard practice. Neufforge also shows the “Vignola” base in his examples 
of the Doric Order.

52. Serlio shows amphitheatre staircases very much in outline in his D’Architectura et Prospettiva, Venice, 
1619, Bk 3, 80,87. Antoine Desgodetz, Les Edifices antiques de Rome is more detailed cf p.256/57, the 
Collosseum; pp.284/85 the Amphitheatre at Verona. See also Andrea Palladio, The Four Books of 
Architecture, ed. Isaac Ware, London, 1738. Book I xxxiv in Palladio’s chapter on staircase types.

53. For example, the doors on the top floor have an ovolo and bead for an architrave, and are four- 
panelled.

54. The ceiling design here is Carr’s paraphrase of Adam’s for the library at Harewood.
55. Taylor’s Assembly Room is of 1776 and is illustrated in Ralph Dutton The English Interior, London, 

1948, fig 6 Wyatt’s work at Liverpool Town Hall is of 1787-95 and thus later than Carr’s at 
Buxton.

56. The Burlington Magazine op. cit., 409 and fig 54.
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